TOWN OF VIEW ROYAL
JOINT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
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TOWN OF VIEW ROYAL
Council Report
TO:

Council

DATE: February 7, 2019

MEETING DATE: February 19, 2019
FROM: S. Jones, Corporate Officer
E. Bolster, Deputy Corporate Officer
ADVISORY COMMITTEES

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the current advisory committees be disbanded, ad hoc committees formed as
required, and general procedures developed for ad hoc committees (Option 2. of the
Corporate Officer and Deputy Corporate Officer’s February 7, 2019 report entitled
“Advisory Committees”).
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER’S COMMENTS:
I concur with the recommendation.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To review a.) the Council liaison and staff liaison roles on advisory committees vis a vis
advisory committee procedures; b.) the efficacy of advisory committees as a community
engagement tool; and c.) options for changes to the advisory committee structure and
procedures.

BACKGROUND:
March 1, 2016 marked the decision to amalgamate the Transportation Advisory
Committee and Planning and Development Advisory Committee into the Community
Development Advisory Committee with the Parks, Recreation and Environment
Advisory Committee remaining unchanged. Council also approved amendments to the
advisory committee mandates and procedures (see Attachment “A” for this still current
document).
At that time (2016), the advisory committee structure had been in place for twelve years
with various “tweaks” to procedures, structure, and mandates undertaken over time with
a view to best meeting the Town’s needs.
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Over the past several months, Council and staff have discussed the need to consider
additional clarity regarding the function of the Town’s advisory committees, including the
Council liaison role and communications with staff in relation to advisory committees.

DISCUSSION:
a.) Current Roles Clarification – Council and Staff Liaisons
As described in the “Advisory Committee Mandates”, advisory committees have been
established to assist Council in advancing the municipality’s strategic priorities,
including those listed in the Strategic Plan and other long-range documents, as
applicable to each advisory committee, such as the Official Community Plan, the Parks
Master Plan and the Transportation Master Plan.
Work of the advisory committees is to focus on matters referred by Council, specific
projects and initiatives, and policies.
The “Advisory Committee Procedures” describe the roles of both the Council liaison and
staff liaison at advisory committee meetings.
Specifically, the Council liaison is a non-voting member of the advisory committee but
can take part in advisory committee debate. At the advisory committee meetings, the
role of the Council liaison is to bring Council’s perspective to the table. As members of
Council are able to bring items to Council and Committee of the Whole meetings
directly, the Council liaison is not to lead/direct advisory committee recommendations
on new initiatives for Council’s consideration; make pre-meeting arrangements with an
advisory committee member or members to generate agenda items; or make
commitments on behalf of the Town which are not already covered by Council-approved
projects, initiatives or policies.
At Council meetings, the role of the Council liaison is to provide additional information to
Council, if required, that may elaborate on or describe the rationale for the advisory
committee’s recommendation(s).
Similarly, the staff liaison is also a non-voting member of the advisory committee but,
unlike the Council liaison, is not to participate in advisory committee debate. Instead,
the staff liaison is to contribute information and expertise in the operational/functional
area under advisory committee discussion. For example, the staff liaison may have
information to clarify Town policy, bylaws, or specific initiatives; such information can
assist advisory committees in making informed, concise, and on-mandate
recommendations to Council.
At meetings, the staff liaison is to neither provide verbal updates/reports on non-agenda
items nor introduce new information or business items to the agenda.
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The “Advisory Committee Procedures” set out that advisory committees are not to use
staff resources to research and develop new policy initiatives that have not received
prior approval of Council.
b.) Efficacy of Advisory Committees as Community Engagement Tool
Below is a summary of the advisory committees “by the numbers”, including number of
meetings held, number of motions made, Council’s motion and advisory committee size
since the 2016 restructuring to the end of December 2018:
Community Development Advisory Committee
●
Of seventeen potential meetings, nine have been held and eight have been
cancelled due to lack of agenda items and/or quorum.
●

Seven motions have been made at the nine meetings. At Council, two motions
were supported, two were referred to staff, one was changed significantly, and
two were received.

●

From March 2016 to December 2018, the advisory committee size has
decreased from ten to seven members.

Parks, Recreation and Environment Advisory Committee
●
Of seventeen potential regular meetings, fourteen meetings have been held plus
one special workshop to consider the Parks Master Plan; three meetings have
been cancelled due to lack of agenda items and/or quorum.
●

Thirty-one motions have been made at the meetings. At Council, nine motions
were supported, four were referred to staff, one was changed significantly, two
were referred to budget deliberations, and thirteen were received. There were
two instances of two-part motions – for one of these motions, Council supported
part of the recommendation and received the other part; for the second two-part
motion, Council referred part to budget deliberations and significantly changed
the other part. As well, several recommendations over this time period addressed
the same topic (for example, letters to BC Hydro for electric vehicle charging
stations and trail construction at Eagle Creek Park).

●

From March 2016 to December 2018, the advisory committee size has
decreased from nine to seven members.

Feedback received in February 2016 from meeting with advisory committee chairs and
vice chairs indicates that members want to feel that volunteer time spent is productive,
meaningful and contributory to the Town’s wellness and Strategic Plan objectives. While
the advisory committees are comprised of thoughtful, community-minded residents that
seek opportunities to assist the Town in many ways, the data points to a struggling
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system with decreasing membership, flagging attendance rates, and diminishing
recruitment results where many of the same volunteers generously agree to an advisory
committee appointment term after term.
These challenges will be exacerbated if 2018 discussions of interest in the formation of
an advisory design panel and potentially another advisory committee to provide advice
on transportation issues come to fruition (though it should be noted that transportation
issues are already included in the Community Development Advisory Committee’s
mandate).
It is important to examine contributing factors to these challenges. As noted in the 2016
advisory committee review and still applicable today, there are changing circumstances
in the municipality. These changes include:
●

shifts in the larger economy which, in turn, impact the local real estate market
and associated development application size, complexity, and volume in View
Royal;

●

a modernized and regularly updated Zoning Bylaw that triggers fewer
applications than experienced under the prior Land Use Bylaw; and

●

changing socio-economic patterns whereby it is increasingly difficult to attract
and retain very busy, “plugged-in”, community-minded individuals (including for a
specialized committee such as an advisory design panel) for on-going volunteer
commitments.

As well, Town staff are readily able to review projects and utilize professional
transportation engineers to provide and review reports and proposals that incorporate
Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) safety standards and BC road design and
construction specifications.
With respect to larger projects where additional processing time is anticipated, such as
Christie Point, there are referrals to the advisory committees and feedback from the
community’s perspective is able to be provided to Council. However, these periodic
development referrals to advisory committees have not generated sustained interest.
Similarly, other sporadic referrals (non-development application ones) often result in
additional staff time for unplanned initiatives that may either not be realized or may take
significant time to accomplish. These outcomes may be frustrating to advisory
committee members, diminishing the viability of this community engagement
opportunity.
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c.) Options for Change – Structural and Procedural
As terms are set to expire at the end of February for approximately half of the advisory
committee members and given that Council is set to re-envision the Strategic Plan
based, in part, on responses received from the community satisfaction and engagement
survey, now is an excellent time to consider a new approach.
Structural Options for Change:
1. Disband or suspend the current advisory committees.
It may be more appropriate to consider Council’s advisory committee
requirements once the community satisfaction and engagement survey has been
conducted and results reported (final report anticipated in April 2019) as themes
and issues identified could be reflected in revised advisory committee mandates.
2. Disband the current advisory committees and form ad hoc committees as the
need arises, from time to time, with staff only attendance (staff liaison and
recording secretary).
An ad hoc committee would be ephemeral, providing advice to Council on a
specific matter and then disband. This nimble, lean format may be ideal as it can
both address specific themes and issues identified in the community survey while
also respecting limited volunteer capacity. As well, issue specific, short-term
volunteer opportunities are expected to generate more outreach and
engagement opportunities for the Town. An ad hoc committee may only be
required to meet once or twice depending on the issue it is dealing with (for
example, a large scale development project where Council wishes to receive
input may only require an ad hoc committee to meet once to hear an applicant’s
presentation and then discuss and provide feedback) and so a commitment may
only last for one to perhaps up to several months.
Mandates for ad hoc committees would change each time a new one is formed
though on-going procedures for these types of committees could be developed.
3. Disband the current advisory committees and form select committees as the
need arises, from time to time, with Council liaisons, staff liaison(s) and a
recording secretary (as outlined in the Community Charter, section 142).
A select committee would need to have at least one Council member and, like
the ad hoc committee described in Option 2. above, this ephemeral committee
would “consider or inquire into any matter and report its findings and opinion to
the council” and then disband. Like Option 2., this format would be responsive,
succinct and hold more appeal for potential volunteers.
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Mandates for select committees would change each time a new one is formed
though on-going procedures for these types of committees could be developed.
4. Consolidate the current advisory committees to form one committee that meets
quarterly with staff only attendance (staff liaison(s) and a recording secretary).
With Option 4., a new mandate would need to be written and the existing
“Advisory Committee Procedures” amended to reflect the structural change.
5. Consolidate the current advisory committees to form one committee that meets
quarterly with Council liaisons, staff liaison(s) and a recording secretary.
With Option 5., a new mandate would need to be written and the existing
“Advisory Committee Procedures” amended to reflect the structural change.
If none of the above-listed structural changes are supported, it is recommended that the
existing “Advisory Committee Procedures” be amended as follows:
Procedural Options for Change:
6. Section 2.6
“After serving two consecutive terms (four years) on the same committee, a
Member is may be deemed ineligible to serve on that committee for a third
term. However, if a member is deemed ineligible, the member is eligible to
apply for and serve on another committee.”
This amendment reflects a desire to increase engagement opportunities across
the community with the goal of avoiding stagnation and volunteer burn-out.
7. Section 3.5
“All committees will meet on the fourth Tuesday of the following months every
other month as follows:
January
April March
May

July
October September
November

For urgent business, including development application presentations,
committee meetings may be convened in months not listed in this section,
to assist Council in its timely consideration of matters.”
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This amendment is intended to reduce the volunteer commitment required of
advisory committee members as it reduces the number of potential meetings
from six to four per year.
8. Section 3.14
“The committee secretary will solicit on-mandate agenda items from the
Chair and the Deputy Corporate Officer, the Council liaison and the staff liaison;
prepare the committee agendas; and keep minutes of meetings, including the
attendance of members at each meeting. The committee secretary must publish
minutes for the committee’s approval and make the minutes available to the
public once approved by the committee.”
This amendment will ensure that Council referrals are provided to the advisory
committee from the “Clerk’s Office” and ensures that new topics provided stem
solely from the volunteers, represented by the Chair.
9. Section 4.3
“Only committee members, including the Council liaison members, may
take part in committee debate. Only committee members may and vote on a
matter before the committee; however, the Council liaisons and Council
alternate on a committee may not vote.”
This amendment will ensure that the advisory committees are not steered in the
debate and resultant potential motion making and voting by the Council
liaison(s).
It is appropriate that the Council liaison(s) speak to an agenda item at the
introduction of the matter, given their role in bringing Council’s perspective to the
advisory committee, but it is not appropriate to engage in the debate once an
item has been introduced – positing direction, advice, or recommendations.

CONCLUSION:
The Town values its volunteers and appreciates the hard work and thoughtfulness that
they contribute to the community. There are many opportunities for “hands-on”
volunteers in View Royal – for example, View Royal Archives, numerous invasive
species removal initiatives, the View Royal/Colwood Emergency Support Services
program, Welland Legacy Park and Community Orchard, Volunteer View Royal
activities, Canada Day and other special event planning and hosting. As well, the
Town’s advisory committees provide advice from a resident’s perspective to Council on
community development, parks, recreation, and environmental matters.
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It is recognized that there are several challenges in the current advisory committee
structure and procedures that may frustrate the volunteer members. With a new
Strategic Plan about to get underway and as the terms end for approximately half of the
advisory committee members, it is a good time to consider changes that can enhance
the public engagement and outreach opportunity that committees provide.
Specifically, an ad hoc committee structure is nimble and requires only a time-limited
commitment from volunteers. Specific issues can be explored and those interested from
the community can engage and provide input to Council.

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the current advisory committees be disbanded, ad hoc committees formed as
required, and general procedures developed for ad hoc committees (Option 2. of the
Corporate Officer and Deputy Corporate Officer’s February 7, 2019 report entitled
“Advisory Committees”).

SUBMITTED BY:

_______________________________________________
E. Bolster, Deputy Corporate Officer

SUBMITTED BY:

_______________________________________________
S. Jones, Corporate Officer

REVIEWED BY:

_______________________________________________
K. Anema, Chief Administrative Officer
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• The Town of View Royal is part of the growing Greater Victoria metropolitan area and is
one of 13 local governments in the Capital Regional District (CRD). The Town is flanked by
the City of Colwood, Township of Esquimalt, Songhees and Esquimalt First Nations and the
District of Saanich. The Town has a population of 10,408 residents in approximately 4,337
households.
• The Town of View Royal commissioned NRG Research Group to conduct a Community
Satisfaction Survey among residents. The intent of this survey is to provide the Town with
information regarding the awareness, use and satisfaction with current service levels, as
well as information regarding perceptions of potential future directions.
• The specific objectives of the Community Satisfaction Survey were to:
• Identify the most important local issues to residents of the Town of View Royal;
• Gauge satisfaction with overall quality of life, overall level and quality of services provided by the
Town, and specific services offered by the Town;
• Understand perceptions of value for tax dollars;
• Determine the types and sources of information desired by residents, as well as preferred contact
method for future interactions;
• Assess sentiment on potential investments in infrastructure (including bike and pedestrian paths
and parks and trails), traffic congestion, and other services; and,
• Gauge responses to potential approaches to funding future large projects, as well as strategies for
balancing funding and service levels.

• The questionnaire, shown in the Appendix, was developed by Town of View Royal in
collaboration with NRG Research Group.
Community Satisfaction Survey
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• When residents are asked, on an unaided basis, to name the single most important issue
facing the Town of View Royal today, the predominant theme by far is around traffic
congestion, flow and safety with four in ten (41%) residents mentioning this subject.

• When looking at all mentions of important issues to View Royal residents, again the most
pressing one is traffic congestion, flow and safety (53% mentioning).
• Trailing well behind are concerns relating to transportation infrastructure/maintenance of roads,
streets, sidewalks (20%), community planning, development and zoning/density issues (19%)
and police/fire/public safety/crime/bylaw enforcement (17%).
• Other notable issues mentioned include public transit (8%), taxes (8%), maintaining green space
(7%) and community events/facilities (6%).

• Residents almost universally rate the overall quality of life in the Town of View Royal as
good or very good, with 99% giving a positive rating, of which 59% rate it ‘very good’.
• Key reasons for satisfaction with life in the Town of View Royal include the central location,
being close to facilities, amenities, services and routes (33% mentioning), the beauty of the
Town with its natural areas, parks and rural setting (24%), good services provided by the Town
(17%), the small town feel, quiet/peaceful (14%) and good roads/well maintained (12%).

• Nine in ten residents (90%) indicate that they are very or somewhat satisfied with the
overall level and quality of services provided by the Town of View Royal.
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• View Royal residents also tend to be quite satisfied with specific Town services (among
the services they rate as applicable to them).
• Residents are most satisfied with water services (98% are very or somewhat satisfied), followed
very closely by sewer services (96%), fire services (96%), parks and trails (95%) and the Juan de
Fuca Recreation Centre (94%).
• Nine in ten residents are also satisfied with road maintenance (91%) and police services (89%).
• The lowest satisfaction score is for the Town website (84% among those who have used it).
• Considering all of the programs and services they receive from the Town of View Royal, more
than eight in ten residents (86%) believe that they get good value for their tax dollars. This
includes 45% who feel they get fairly good value, and another 41% who say they get very good
value for their taxes.

• Two-thirds (68%) of residents have had personal contact with a Town of View Royal
employee within the past year.
• The majority of these contacts (51%) took place in person, and another one-quarter (26%) were
over the phone. Email (13%) was the next most common form of interaction, with open houses
or public consultations accounting for notably fewer interactions (6%).
• The elements of personal interaction perceived as particularly positive to residents are staff
courteousness (89% somewhat or very satisfied), staff helpfulness (88%), staff’s knowledge
(86%) and ease of reaching staff (85%). Three-quarters (75%) of residents are satisfied with the
speed and timeliness of service.
• The lowest satisfaction with any element of the interaction with a Town employee relates to
staff’s ability to resolve the issue, with six in ten (59%) residents satisfied. Two in ten (21%) are
not satisfied with this aspect of their interaction.
Community Satisfaction Survey
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• Over three-quarters (78%) of all residents believe they receive just the right amount of
information from the Town of View Royal.
• Two in ten (21%) think they do not receive enough information. Almost none (less than 1%)
think they receive too much information.

• When asked what information they would like to see from the Town of View Royal,
residents most prefer information on land development proposals (87%), taxes (86%),
community planning (86%) and upcoming events (84%).
• Over three-quarters (78%) would like more information on parks and recreation programs and
events. Seven in ten residents (71%) would like to receive information on the Town’s financial
situation and budget, while six in ten (62%) would like more information on Council meetings.

• When looking for information about the Town of View Royal, residents most often go
directly to the source--over three-quarters (77%) would look at the Town website.
• One-third (32%) of residents would call the Town and speak with a staff member. Almost onequarter (22%) would conduct a more general web search for information about View Royal
while only one in ten would use social media or the local newspaper.

• Residents prefer mostly to receive information from the Town via email (46%), followed
by mail (28%) and telephone (22%).
• Residents tend to be fairly satisfied with the opportunity to engage with the Town of
View Royal on matters regarding land use, community and strategic planning.
• Almost two-thirds (62%) of residents are satisfied with the opportunity to engage, of whom
almost one-quarter (24%) say they are very satisfied and 38% are somewhat satisfied.
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• Overall, residents tend to be fairly satisfied with the opportunities available to volunteer
for Town of View Royal events, with four in ten (42%) satisfied; however, 14% are
dissatisfied and 35% are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with volunteer opportunities.
Planning for the Future
• Agreement tends to be fairly strong in terms of future priorities for the Town of View
Royal, especially related to walking and biking infrastructure; however, traffic congestion
is a major concern.
• Almost all residents (98%) agree that “I can walk to a park from my home,” with almost nine in
ten (88%) agreeing that “I can walk or bike to access local services.”
• Over nine in ten (93%) feel that “Traffic congestion is a problem within View Royal.”
• Eight in ten (80%) agree that “The Town should focus on preserving heritage buildings.”
• Two-thirds agree that the “The Town should continue to prioritize neighbourhood traffic over
regional commuter traffic” and “More affordable housing is needed in View Royal” (67% each)
along with “The Town should focus on attracting more jobs to the Town” (65% agree).
• Parking is a low priority for residents. Only three in ten (29%) agree with the statement “It is
difficult to find parking in commercial areas in View Royal” while 56% disagree.

• Town of View Royal residents are fairly open to tax increases to maintain services at
current levels as well as contributing to reserve funds for future projects.
• When thinking about current service levels and property taxes, half (52%) of the residents
would prefer the Town to “Increase taxes - to maintain services at current levels.” The second
most preferred option, selected by one-quarter (27%) of residents, is to “Cut services - to
maintain current tax levels.”
Community Satisfaction Survey
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Planning for the Future (Continued)

• When thinking about enhanced or expanded services or future projects, the option most
supported is to “Increase taxes – to maintain services at current levels as well as contribute to
reserve funds for future projects” with four in ten (42%) preferring this approach.
• The top choice among approaches to fund future large projects in the Town of View Royal,
selected by two-thirds (68%) of residents, is to “Put aside funds each year.”

• When asked which activities and services they would like the Town to offer to help make
the area more liveable, residents mention ‘more community events/cultural events/
foster community spirit’ (11%) and ‘more facilities/programs for children & youth’ (9%).
• The next most common services, programs or activities mentioned are: ‘better transportation
infrastructure/ maintenance of roads, more sidewalks, bike lanes’, ‘more local businesses/
stores/restaurants/doctor’s offices’ and ‘maintain/expand green spaces/parks/ trails/walkable
and waterways access’ with each mentioned by 7% of Town residents.

• The final open-ended comments provided are varied, although the most popular
comments from residents about the Town refer to:
• ‘Reduce traffic congestion’ and ‘Need better/more roads/sidewalks/infrastructure.’
• These were followed by mentions of the Town’s ‘Central location/Close to facilities/amenities/
services/routes’ and having ‘Low taxes/Affordable living.’
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• Road maintenance should be a top focus area for the Town of View Royal as this is a key
driver of overall satisfaction with the level and quality of services provided by the Town.
• This is reinforced by the result that transportation-related issues (traffic congestion/flow/
safety and transportation infrastructure and maintenance) are seen as the most important
ones facing View Royal residents.

• View Royal should reinforce and continue to take care of parks and trails in the area, as
this was also identified as important to residents and a major reason they rate the
quality of life in the Town as good.

Community Satisfaction Survey
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• The Community Satisfaction Survey was conducted primarily via telephone interviewing, using
random digit dialing. Respondents were also given the opportunity to participate through an
online survey if they were unable or unwilling to participate by telephone; interviewers
collected the respondents’ email address and a unique link to the survey was sent by email.
• A total of 401 households from the Town of View Royal were surveyed between February 11-26,
2019. Of the 401 surveys conducted, 400 were by telephone, while 1 responded to an email
invitation. Based on the total population and sample size, the maximum margin of error for the
total sample is ±4.9%, 19 times out of 20.
• Potential participants were ineligible for the study if they did not reside in the Town of View
Royal. As well, anyone with a household member working for the Town of View Royal (including
Town employees, volunteer firefighters, elected officials for the Town), or in the fields of
marketing research or media, was not eligible to participate in the telephone survey.
• To evaluate differences or similarities in responses between subgroups of the public, the results
for each question of the survey have been cross-tabulated by key demographic questions,
including age, gender, household composition, home ownership, occupation, education, and
number of years lived in the Town of View Royal. Statistically significant differences in responses
between these subgroups are discussed as appropriate in the body of this report.
• The responses to certain open-ended questions in the survey were categorized and coded, with
the responses provided in data tables. These are included in this report where appropriate.
Verbatim responses to other open-ended questions are highlighted within the report but were
not coded due to low response counts.
• NRG and the Town of View Royal also offered an open link to the survey in parallel with the
telephone survey. If any Town resident missed the opportunity to speak with NRG but still
wanted a chance to weigh in, they were able to access the survey through this link. This link was
posted on the Town’s website and shared on social media. Results to the open link survey will
be presented under separate cover.
Community Satisfaction Survey
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The first part of the survey focused on current perceptions of services available to
residents, including:
• The most important issues facing the Town today;
• Overall quality of life in the Town;
• Overall level and quality of services provided by the Town;
• Satisfaction with current services;
• Perceived value for tax dollars;
• Satisfaction with Town staff; and,
• Types of information needed, sources of information, and preferred contact
methods.

Community Satisfaction Survey
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• When asked to name the single most
important issue facing the Town of View
Royal, traffic congestion/flow/safety is
by far the issue mentioned most often,
by four in ten (41%) residents.
• The next most common issues include
transportation infrastructure/
maintenance of roads, streets,
sidewalks (15% mentioning),
police/fire/public safety/crime/bylaw
enforcement (13%) and community
planning, development and zoning/
density issues (11%).
• Public transit, maintaining green space,
and government spending are most
important issues among smaller groups
of residents.

Q1. In your view, as a resident of the Town of View Royal,
what is the most important issue facing your community?

Traffic Congestion/Traffic Flow/Safety

41%

Transportation infrastructure/
Maintenance of roads/streets/sidwalks

15%

Police/Fire/Public safety/Crime/Bylaw
enforcement

13%

Community planning, development
and zoning/Density
Public Transit (Buses, LRT, Trains, Use
E&N rail line)

11%

6%

Keep green space, trees and parks &
keeping our character, quality of life

5%

Government spending

4%

Climate change and the environment

3%

Affordable housing

3%

Taxes

2%

Community events, facilities/town
square/services for families/seniors

2%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted; only those mentioned by >=2% shown

Community Satisfaction Survey
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• In combining first and second mentions,
traffic congestion/flow/safety remains
the dominant issue with over half (53%)
of Town residents mentioning it.
• Transportation infrastructure/
maintenance of roads, streets, sidewalks
(20%), community planning,
development and zoning/density issues
(19%) and police/fire/public safety/
crime/bylaw enforcement (17%) remain
the next three top issues cited.
• Several other issues are mentioned by
notable proportions of residents,
including public transit (8%), taxes (8%),
maintaining green space (7%) and
community events/facilities (6%).
• Taxes are more important to men (13%)
than women (2%). Community
events/facilities are mentioned much
more by those aged 35-54 (12%) than
other age groups.

Q1/Q1a. In your view, as a resident of the Town of View
Royal, what is the most important issue facing your
community? Are there any other important local issues?
Traffic Congestion/Traffic Flow/Safety

53%

Transportation infrastructure/
Maintenance of roads, streets, sidwalks

20%

Community planning, development and
zoning/Density

19%

Police/Fire/Public safety/Crime/Bylaw
enforcement

17%

Public Transit (Buses, LRT, Trains, Use
E&N rail line)

8%

Taxes

8%

Keep green space, trees and parks &
keeping our character, quality of life

7%

Community events, facilities/town
square/services for families/seniors

6%

Government spending

5%

Affordable housing

5%

Climate change and the environment

3%

School /Education issues

2%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted; only those mentioned by >=2% shown
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• Residents of the Town of View Royal
almost universally (99%) rate the
overall quality of life in the Town as
good or very good. In all, six in ten
(59%) rate the overall quality of life as
very good while the other four in ten
(40%) rate it as good.
• There are no notable differences in the
perception of overall quality of life
between any of the main demographic
categories.

Q2. How would you rate the overall quality of life
in the Town of View Royal today?

40%

Mean score:
3.6 out of 4

59%

Total
Very good

Good

Poor

Very poor

Don't know/
Refused

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• The top reasons for why residents feel
the overall quality of life in the Town of
View Royal is good are the related
elements of central location, being
close to facilities, amenities, services
and routes (together, these are
mentioned by one-third [33%] of
respondents).
• The next most mentioned reason for
rating the overall quality of life as good
or very good is the beauty of the Town
with its natural areas, parks and rural
setting (24%).
• Other leading reasons mentioned
include good services provided by the
Town (17%), the small town feel,
quiet/peaceful (14%) and good roads/
well-maintained (12%).
• Residents aged 35-54 are more likely to
mention the Town being clean/neat/
well-maintained (17%) than other age
groups.

Q3a. Why do you say the overall quality of life in the
Town of View Royal is [good/very good]?

Central location/Close to facilities/
amenities/services/routes

33%

Beautiful, natural area/parks/
rural setting

24%

Good services provided by town/
Good council and Mayor

17%

Small town feel, Quiet/Peaceful

14%

Good roads/Well maintained
(Snow removal, etc.)

12%

Low taxes/Affordable

11%

Community/neighbours

11%

Safe/Low crime

10%

Clean/Neat, well maintained town areas

9%

Access to Walking trails/Hiking/
Bike paths/Lakes

9%

Walkable neighbourhoods

3%

Base: Those rating overall quality of life in the Town as good or very good (n=399)
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• Residents tend to be very satisfied with
the overall level and quality of services
provided by the Town of View Royal. In
all, nine in ten (90%) say they are very
or somewhat satisfied with Town
services. This includes almost six in ten
residents (58%) who are very satisfied
with the overall level and quality of
services.
• Residents that have lived in the Town
the longest (20+ years) are more likely
to be dissatisfied (11%) by the overall
level and quality of services provided
than other residents (2%).

Q4. How satisfied are you with the overall level
and quality of services provided by the Town of
View Royal?

4%
4%

33%

Pct. Very/
Somewhat
satisfied = 90%

58%

Total
Very satisfied
Not very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Neither
Don't know/Refused

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• Generally speaking, residents are
satisfied with all of the Town of View
Royal services they evaluated.
• The highest satisfaction is with water
services (98% are either very or
somewhat satisfied).
• This is followed closely by sewer
services and fire services (both at
96%), parks and trails (95%) and Juan
de Fuca Recreation Centre (94%).
• Nine in ten residents are satisfied
with road maintenance (91%) and
police services (89%).
• Among those that have used the
Town website, over eight in ten
(84%) are satisfied with it.

Q5. How satisfied are you with the following services
provided by the Town of View Royal?*

Pct. Very/
Somewhat
Satisfied

Water services

67%

30%

1%

98%

Sewer services

67%

29%

2%
1%
0%

96%

14% 1%
1%

96%

Fire services

82%

Parks and trails

77%

Juan de Fuca
Recreation Centre

Road maintenance

67%

27%

50%

Police services

Town website

18%

41%

57%

31%

41%

43%

1%
3%
0%

95%

0%

94%

4%
0%

91%

3%4%
2%
2%

89%

5%4% 6%

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Neither

Not very satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Don't know/Refused

84%

* Excludes residents that stated the service was ‘not applicable’ (n=299-393)
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• In all, more than eight in ten residents
(86%) say they get good value for their
tax dollars when thinking about all the
programs and services the Town of
View Royal provides.
• This proportion includes 41% who
think they get very good value and
another 45% who think they get fairly
good value for their tax dollars.
• Very few residents (5%) believe that
they get poor value for their tax
dollars.
• Residents who have lived in the Town
the longest (20+ years) are less likely to
feel they get good value for their tax
dollars (73%) than those who have
lived in the Town for less than 20 years
(92%).

Q6. Thinking about all the programs and services
you receive from the Town of View Royal, would
you say overall that you get good value or poor
value for your tax dollars?
4%
5%

45%

Pct. Very/
Somewhat
satisfied = 86%

41%

Total
Very good value
Very poor value

Fairly good value
Don't know/Refused

Fairly poor value

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• Two-thirds (68%) of Town residents
report having personally contacted
or interacted with an employee of
the Town of View Royal within the
past year.

Q7. Have you personally contacted or dealt with a
Town of View Royal employee within the past
year?

No
32%

Yes
68%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• Among those who have had interactions
with a Town of View Royal employee
within the past year, half (51%) say
these interactions took place in person.
This is followed by telephone (26%),
email (13%) and open houses or public
consultations (6%).
• In terms of demographic differences,
males (11%) are much more likely than
females (1%) to have attended an open
house or public consultation. And those
in larger households (3+ people) are
also more likely to have attended an
open house or public consultation than
smaller households (9% versus 1%).

Q8. How did this contact occur?

In-person

51%

Telephone

26%

Email

Open house/
public consultation

13%

6%

Mail

1%

Town meeting

1%

Other

1%

Base: Have had interactions with Town employee (n=241)
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• Among those who have had
interactions with a Town of View
Royal employee within the past
year, over eight in ten (84%) say
they are satisfied with the overall
service they received.
• The elements of the interaction
with the highest levels of
satisfaction are staff’s
courteousness (89%) and
helpfulness (88%).
• These are followed by the staff’s
knowledge (86%) and the ease of
reaching staff (85%).
• The interaction aspect with the
lowest satisfaction pertains to
staff’s ability to resolve issues
where only six in ten (59%) are
satisfied. Two in ten (21%) are
not satisfied with this aspect of
their interaction.

Q9. How satisfied are you with the...

Staff’s courteousness

76%

Staff’s helpfulness

60%

Staff’s knowledge

63%

Ease of reaching staff

61%

Overall service you
received

59%

Speed and timeliness of
service

57%

Staff’s ability to resolve
your issue

Pct. Very/
Somewhat
Satisfied

45%

27%

23%

24%

26%

18%

14%

13% 2% 7%

89%

2% 8%

88%

6%2%

86%

2% 7%2%

85%

3%

10%

84%

2%6% 10% 7%

75%

10% 10%

3%

11% 10%

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Neither

Not very satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Don't know/ Refused

59%

Base: Have had interactions with Town employee (n=241)
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• Over three-quarters (78%) of residents
think they currently receive just the
right amount of information from the
Town of View Royal. Two in ten (21%)
feel they currently receive too little
information. Very few (less than 1%)
think they receive too much
information from the Town.
• Residents who have lived in the Town
for more than 20 years have a higher
likelihood to think that they receive
too little information (27%) than those
who have lived in View Royal for less
than 20 years (18%).

Q10. In your opinion, do you currently receive too
much, too little, or just the right amount of
information from the Town of View Royal?
Don't know/
Refused Too much
<1%
<1%

Too little
21%

Just the right
amount
78%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• When it comes to topics of interest for
Town of View Royal residents, the vast
majority wants the Town to provide
information on land development proposals
(87%), taxes (86%), community planning
(86%) and upcoming events (84%).
• Over three-quarters (78%) of residents
would like more information on parks and
recreation programs and events.
• Seven in ten residents (71%) would like to
receive information on the Town’s financial
situation and budget, while six in ten (62%)
would like more information on Council
meetings.
• Those in households of three or more
people are much more likely to be
interested in information on upcoming
events (92%) than smaller households
(73%). And younger residents are far more
likely to be interested in upcoming events
than older residents, especially those over
55 years old.

Q11. Thinking about your information needs,
what kinds of information do you want the Town
of View Royal to provide you with?

Land development proposals

87%

Taxes

86%

Community planning

86%

Upcoming events

84%

Parks and recreation programs
and events

Financial/ Budget

Council meetings

78%

71%

62%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted; only those mentioned by >5% shown
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• When looking for information about the
Town, most residents (77%) would go
directly to View Royal’s website.
• One-third of residents would call the Town
of View Royal directly and speak with a staff
member (32%) and two in ten (22%) would
look for information through a general
internet search.
• One in ten Town residents would use social
media or the local newspaper for
information (9% each) and 6% each would
go to the Town Hall in person or refer to the
Town newsletter.
• Residents aged 55+ are less likely (59%)
than their younger counterparts to say they
would use the Town of View Royal’s
website.
• Those in households of three or more
people are much more likely to use the
Town’s website (88%) or social media (16%)
than smaller households.

Q12. If you were looking for information on the
Town of View Royal, what sources would you
use to find the information?

The Town of View Royal's Website

77%

Call the Town of View Royal
directly or speak with staff

32%

Search the Internet or Google

22%

Social media

9%

The local newspaper

9%

Word of mouth or family and
friends

7%

Go to town hall in person

6%

Town newsletter

6%

Other

6%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted; only those mentioned by >5% shown
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• Most View Royal residents prefer email as
the method of contact from the Town, with
almost half (46%) choosing this channel.
• Nearly three in ten (28%) would prefer to
be contacted by mail, while 22% prefer
telephone. Only 3% would prefer to
receive information via social media.
• Residents aged 35-54 are the most likely to
choose email as their preferred mode of
contact (61%). Those aged 55 and older are
more inclined to choose mail as their
preferred contact format (37%).

Q13. Of the following options, how would you
most prefer to be contacted by the Town of View
Royal in the future?

Email

46%

Mail

28%

Telephone

Social media

Other

22%

3%

1%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted
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• Residents tend to be fairly satisfied
with the opportunity to engage with
the Town of View Royal on matters
regarding land use, community and
strategic planning.
• Almost two-thirds (62%) say they are
satisfied with their opportunities, with
one-quarter (24%) ‘very satisfied’ and
another four in ten (38%) who are
‘somewhat satisfied’.
• Just under one-quarter of residents
(22%) are ‘neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied’ while 14% say that they
are not satisfied with their
opportunities to engage with the Town
on these matters.

Q14. How satisfied are you with your
opportunities to engage with the Town of View
Royal on matters regarding land use, community
and strategic planning?
2%
5%

Pct. Not Very/
Not at all satisfied
= 14%

8%

22%

38%

Pct. Very/
Somewhat
satisfied = 62%
24%

Total
Very satisfied
Not very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Neither
Don't know
Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• Overall, residents tend to be fairly
satisfied with the opportunities
available to volunteer for Town of View
Royal events. Three times as many say
they are satisfied (42%) than
dissatisfied (14%).
• However, one-third (35%) are neither
satisfied nor dissatisfied with volunteer
opportunities for the Town while
another 8% say these opportunities
are not applicable to them.
• Those 55+ years old tend to be more
satisfied with the volunteer
opportunities available for Town
events (54%) than their younger
counterparts.

Q15. How satisfied are you with your
opportunities to volunteer for these Town events?

2%
8%

Pct. Not Very/
Not at all satisfied
= 14%

6%
7%

35%

18%

Pct. Very/
Somewhat
satisfied = 42%
24%

Total
Very satisfied
Not very satisfied
Don't know

Somewhat satisfied
Not at all satisfied

Neither
Not Applicable

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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Planning for the Future
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The second section of the survey focused on areas of potential future direction and
investigation, including:
• Accessibility of services and parks, traffic congestion, infrastructure, housing
affordability, parking, heritage housing;
• Balancing funding and service levels;
• Other services, programs or activities the Town of View Royal could offer; and,
• Providing further comments.
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• Agreement tends to be very strong for
the top statements about the Town of
View Royal. This includes “I can walk to
a park from my home” (98% somewhat
or strongly agree), “Traffic congestion is
a problem within View Royal” (93%
agree) and “I can walk or bike to access
local services” (88%).
• Eight in ten (80%) agree that “The
Town should focus on preserving
heritage buildings”.
• Two-thirds agree with the statements
“The Town should continue to prioritize
neighbourhood traffic over regional
commuter traffic” and “More
affordable housing is needed in View
Royal” (67% each) along with “The
Town should focus on attracting more
jobs to the Town” (65% agree).
• Just over six in ten (62%) agree that
“The Town should focus on community
action around climate change.” Only
three in ten (29%) agree that “It is
difficult to find parking in commercial
areas in View Royal.”

Pct.
Strongly/
Somewhat
Agree

Q16. Please rate your agreement with each of the
following statements about the Town of View Royal...
I can walk to a park from my
home

91%

Traffic congestion is a problem
within View Royal

7%

80%

I can walk or bike to access
local services

13% 6%

60%

88%

8% 8% 3%

80%

The Town should focus on
preserving heritage buildings

39%

The Town should continue to
prioritize neighbourhood traffic
over regional commuter traffic

37%

30%

5% 13%

More affordable housing is
needed in View Royal

37%

29%

13%

The Town should focus on
attracting more jobs to the
Town

31%

The Town should focus on
community action around
climate change
It is difficult to find parking in
commercial areas in View Royal

34%

34%

7%

21%

11%

Strongly agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Strongly disagree

14%

67%

17% 3%

65%

13% 3%

62%

5%

29%

10% 12%

28%

67%

9% 10%

13%

29%

93%

2%6%3%

28%

41%

98%

28%

Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Don't know/ Refused
Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• When residents consider current service levels
and property taxes, most would prefer the
Town take the approach to “Increase taxes - to
maintain services at current levels,” with half
(52%) selecting this as their most preferred
option.
• The second most preferred option, selected by
one-quarter (27%) of residents, is to “Cut
services - to maintain current tax levels”.

• Only 6% of residents say they would prefer
that the Town of View Royal cut services in
order to reduce taxes, while 12% state that
none of these options is their preferred
approach.
• The most notable demographic differences are
between those who own versus rent their
home. Those who rent are significantly more
likely to want to “Increase taxes - to maintain
services at current levels” (83%) compared to
owners (47%). Renters are significantly less
likely to prefer to “Cut services - to maintain
current tax levels” (only 9% prefer this versus
30% of owners).

Q18. When thinking about current service levels
and property taxes, which one of the following
approaches would you most prefer the Town to
take?
Increase taxes - to maintain
services at current levels

52%

Cut services - to maintain
current tax levels

Cut services - to reduce taxes

27%

6%

None of these

Don't know/ Refused

12%

2%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• When thinking about enhanced or
expanded services or future projects, the
option supported by most residents is to
“Increase taxes – to maintain services at
current levels as well as contribute to
reserve funds for future projects” with
four in ten (42%) selecting this approach.
• The second most supported option is to
“Increase taxes – to enhance or expand
services as well as contribute to reserve
funds for future projects,” selected by
two in ten (22%) residents.
• This is followed by “Increase taxes - to
enhance or expand services,” which is
supported by 17% of residents. Almost as
many (15%) state that none of the
options presented would be one they
would support.

Q19. Beyond the Town’s current service levels, in
thinking about enhanced or expanded services
or future projects, which of the following
options would you most support?
Increase taxes – to maintain
services at current levels as well
as contribute to reserve funds
for future projects

42%

Increase taxes – to enhance or
expand services as well as
contribute to reserve funds for
future projects

22%

Increase taxes - to enhance or
expand services

17%

None of these

Don't know/ Refused

15%

4%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• The most popular approach to fund
future large projects in the Town of View
Royal, as selected by two-thirds (68%) of
residents, is to “Put aside funds each
year.”
• Fewer than two in ten (17%) residents
choose the option of “Borrow funds”.
• Only one in ten (9%) prefer to “Raise
taxes to meet immediate demand”.

Q20. In general, which of the following funding
approaches would you prefer the Town of View
Royal use to fund future large projects?

Put aside funds each year

68%

Borrow funds

17%

Raise taxes to meet
immediate demand

9%

Combination

2%

Other

2%

Don't know/Refused

3%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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• The top activities and services residents
would like the Town of View Royal to
offer to make the area more liveable are
‘more community events/cultural
events/foster community spirit’ (11%
mentioning) and ‘more facilities/
programs for children & youth’ (9%
mentioning).
• Other services, programs or activities
mentioned include ‘Better transportation
infrastructure/ maintenance of roads,
more sidewalks, bike lanes’, ‘more local
businesses/ stores/restaurants/doctor’s
offices’ and ‘maintain/expand green
spaces/parks/ trails/walkable and
waterways access,’ each mentioned by
7% of Town residents.
• Over one-third of residents (36%) do not
know what other services, programs or
activities the Town of View Royal could
offer to make the Town more liveable for
them.
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Q21. What services, programs or activities
you like the Town of View Royal to offer that
would make the Town more liveable for you?
(Open-ended question)

More community events/Cultural
events/Foster community spirit

11%

More facilities /programs for children &
youth

9%

Better transportation infrastructure/
Maintenance of roads, more sidewalks,
bike lanes

7%

More local businesses/stores/
restaurants/doctor’s offices

7%

Maintain/Expand green spaces/Parks/
Trails/Walkable&Waterways access

7%

Better public transit/shuttles/trains

5%

More Sports/recreation facilities

5%

Reduce traffic congestion/traffic issues

5%

More facilities/programs for seniors

4%

Better recycling/garbage/
compositing/Yard waste pickup

4%

Other

Don't know/Refused

17%
36%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted; only those mentioned by >3% shown
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• Among additional comments residents
made about the Town of View Royal
referred to ‘Reduce traffic congestion’
and ‘Need better/more roads/
sidewalks/infrastructure’.
• As well, there are mentions of the
Town’s ‘Central location/Close to
facilities/amenities/services/routes’
and having ‘Low taxes/Affordable
living’.
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Q22. And finally, do you have any further comments
you’d like to
add about the Town of View Royal? Please feel free to share any
thoughts you may have on current services offered, as well as the
future of the Town? (Open-ended question)

Reduce traffic congestion

7%

Need better/more roads/
sidewalks/infrastructure

7%

Central location/Close to
facilities/amenities/services/routes

5%

Low taxes/Affordable living

5%

Small town feel,
Quiet/Peaceful/Nice/Friendly

4%

Stop new developments/too many
people/Preserve our quality of life

4%

Control government spending/Less
wages for staff/Keep taxes low

3%

More Police/Fire/Public
safety/Crime/Bylaw enforcement

3%

Offer Expanded services
(amenities/public transit/etc.)

3%

Other

24%

Don't know

Refused

42%
9%

Base: All respondents (n=401)
Note: Multiple mentions permitted; only those mentioned by >=3% shown
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Results
Key Driver Analysis on the
Satisfaction with the Overall Services
Provided by the Town
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Key Driver Analysis allows for the identification of particular aspects of the Town’s services that are having a greater impact on or drive
resident’s overall satisfaction with the level and quality of services provided by the Town of View Royal. NRG constructed and ran a regression
analysis using the survey data from the Community Satisfaction Survey. The Key Driver Analysis reveals the strength of the relationship between
the specific aspects (independent variables) and the key measure or metric (Overall satisfaction with the level and quality of services provided by
the Town of View Royal, the dependent variable).
The following variables were used:
Dependent variable:
Satisfaction with the Overall Level and Quality of Services provided by the Town of View Royal (Q4)
Independent variables:
Satisfaction with the Specific Services provided by the Town of View Royal (Q5)
Methodology: Each of the service aspects’ average satisfaction scores are calculated and then outlaid with its relative and derived importance on
the satisfaction with the overall level and quality of services provided by the Town of View Royal. The importance scores are derived from a
regression analysis taking the standardized coefficients. The coefficients are then mean centered and normalized to produce the coordinates for
the importance scale (X-axis). The same method is used for the average satisfaction scores of each service aspect to produce the coordinates for
the performance scale (Y-axis). Quadrants are set by establishing the average performance rating and derived importance scores across all of the
service aspects that were rated. Therefore, this analysis provides a relative comparison of which areas to focus on to either improve or maintain.
The key driver analysis was run on 146 responses that were valid. These were the responses that provided a valid answer to all service aspect
questions. As the key driver analysis relies on the relativity and comparison of the importance of all service aspects, we decided to run the
analysis only on these 146 responses. (For example for Q5H: the Town website, 172 residents indicated that this was not applicable to them
making comparison of this particular service aspect for these individuals to the other aspects not possible). A follow-up analysis was done where
the entire data set was imputed and plausible values drawn from a distribution stemming from each missing data point was substituted into
these missing values. These plausible values are estimations of the possible data values and the analysis was again run, taking every response
into consideration. The results in terms of the order of significance or relative importance of the service aspects were the same as the previous
analysis with 146 responses. This further confirms the validity and confidence of the model used in terms of measuring the relative impact of
each service aspect.
The regression model built for this key driver analysis yielded an R Squared of 0.59 – meaning that 59% of the variation in the overall satisfaction
scores can be explained by the service aspects. That level of R Squared score suggests a substantial amount of variance being explained by the
regression model which indicates that the model is a good fit.
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The four quadrants of the key driver analysis are divided into the following:

Reinforce: High importance; high performance (upper right quadrant)
➢

Perceptions of the Town of View Royal’s service on these aspects performs well and is deemed as critical to residents’
overall satisfaction with the level and quality of services provided by the Town. These are the core strengths and it is
critical to ensure these service aspects are maintained or strengthen its position.

Focus: High importance; low performance (lower right quadrant)
➢

These critical service aspects are perceived to be performing not as well relatively speaking and they should be given
the highest priority and focus. These can be considered core weaknesses and it is critical to improve and strengthen
these service aspects.

Maintain: Low importance; high performance (upper left quadrant)
➢

These service aspects are found to have a relatively weaker impact on residents’ overall satisfaction with the level and
quality of services provided by the Town. However, they are relatively well regarded by residents and should be, at a
minimum, maintained.

Be aware: Low importance; low performance (lower left quadrant)
➢

While residents perceive these service aspects as not performing as well, they also do not significantly impact their
overall satisfaction with the level and quality of services provided by the Town of View Royal. Thus, they should not be
a priority or focus for any action at this time.
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Maintain

Reinforce
Fire services (Q5C)

PERFORMANCE

Water services (Q5E)

Parks and trails (Q5G)

Sewer services (Q5F)
Juan de Fuca Recreation
Centre (Q5A)

Police services (Q5B)
Road maintenance (Q5D)

Town website (Q5H)

Be aware

Focus
IMPORTANCE
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Reinforce:
These are the core strengths residents perceive about the level and quality of service provided by the Town of View Royal and it is critical to
ensure the performance level of these service aspects are maintained. Continue to reinforce and strengthen these core service aspects as they
are a source of success. There is only one service aspect that falls into this quadrant:
➢ Parks and trails

Focus:
These are areas that residents perceive are not performing as well in terms of the level and quality of service provided by the Town of View
Royal and it is important to focus on them to improve overall satisfaction. The service aspects in this quadrant are key opportunities and key
drivers of residents’ overall satisfaction, and should be given the highest priority.
There is only one service aspect in this quadrant:
➢ Road maintenance

Maintain:
These aspects are found to not have a significant impact on the overall satisfaction of the level and quality of services provided by the Town,
but they are perceived to be performing relatively well by residents. The performance level of these service aspects should be at a minimum
maintained. The service aspects that fall into this quadrant are:
➢ Water services
➢ Fire services
➢ Sewer services
➢ Juan de Fuca Recreation Centre
In particular, focus and attention should be given to Water services as this aspect is relatively higher in importance than the other service
aspects in this quadrant. It is important to continue to maintain the performance level of this service aspect.

Be aware:
These service aspects should not be a priority for action at this time. However, we would advise monitoring these aspects in case they become
more important in the future. The service aspects that fall into this quadrant are:
➢ Police services
➢ Town website
Of note, Police services is relatively high on the importance spectrum compared to all the other service aspects so if time and resources allow,
focus can be allocated to maintain or improve the performance of this aspect.
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Weighted
%

Unweighted
%

Age

Weighted
%

Unweighted
%

Number of People in Household

18-34

22%

2%

1

9%

16%

35-54

36%

19%

2

35%

53%

55+

42%

79%

3+

55%

29%

Refused

1%

1%

Yes

33%

16%

No

66%

83%

Refused

1%

1%

Gender
Male

48%

40%

Female

52%

60%

Household Income

Children in Household

Under $30,000

3%

5%

$30,000 to < $60,000

13%

23%

$60,000 to < $90,000

19%

19%

Own

84%

88%

$90,000 to < $120,000

21%

15%

Rent

16%

11%

$120,000 to < $150,000

11%

7%

Refused

1%

1%

$150,000 or more

17%

11%

Don't know/Refused

15%

19%

Home Ownership

Base: All respondents (n=401)
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Weighted
%

Unweighted
%

Employment Status

Weighted
%

Unweighted
%

Education

Employed full-time

44%

26%

Some high school

3%

3%

Self-employed

7%

7%

Graduated high school

17%

20%

Employed part-time

5%

4%

30%

23%

Retired

35%

59%

36%

34%

Student

6%

1%

Post-graduate

13%

17%

Not currently working

1%

1%

Refused

1%

2%

Other/Refused

1%

1%

Less than 10 years

30%

26%

Some college or
university
Graduated college or
university

Years Lived in Town of
View Royal

Occupation (among
employed - n=153)
Public sector/
Government employee
Professional or
managerial role

28%

29%

10 to less than 20 years

37%

33%

22%

25%

20 to less than 30 years

14%

20%

Technical or trades role

21%

12%

30 years and over

17%

20%

Teaching or health care
role

14%

16%

Don’t know/ Refused

<1%

<1%

Service, retail, or tourism

10%

10%

Other

5%

8%
Base: All respondents (n=401)
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